Data-flow analysis is a common technique to gather program information for use in transformations such as register allocation, dead-code elimination, common subexpression elimination, scheduling, and others. Tools for generating data-flow analysis implementations remove the need for implementers to explicitly write code that iterates over statements in a program, but still require them to implement details regarding the effects of aliasing, side effects, arrays, and user-defined structures. This paper presents the DFAGen Tool, which generates implementations for locally separable (e.g. bit-vector) data-flow analyses that are pointer, side-effect, and aggregate cognizant from an analysis specification that assumes only scalars. Analysis specifications are typically seven lines long and similar to those in standard compiler textbooks. The main contribution of this work is the automatic determination of may and must set usage within automatically generated data-flow analysis implementations.
Introduction
Program analysis is the process of gathering information about programs to effectively derive a static approximation of behavior. This information can be used to optimize programs, aid debugging, verify behavior, and detect potential parallelism.
Data-flow analysis is a common technique for statically analyzing programs. It works by propagating program information, encoded as data-flow values, through a control flow graph of statements or basic blocks. One common example, reaching definitions, propagates sets of statements whose definition may reach later uses in the control-flow graph. Compilers textbooks [1, 3, 4] specify data-flow analyses with data-flow equations. Figure 1 shows a specification of reaching definitions that uses such equations. Each statement has an associated in and out data-flow set. A solution to a data-flow analysis problem is an assignment of data-flow values in all in and out, such that these sets satisfy the equations.
Data-flow analysis problems may be formalized within a lattice-theoretic framework [1, 8] , which separates the analysis specification into a transfer function, meet operator, and analysis direction. The transfer functions that can iteratively solve the data-flow equations in Figure 1 computes the out set using the statement-specific gen and kill information and the in set. The meet operator for reaching definitions is set union and is used to calculate the in set for a statement as the union of all out sets for statements that precede the current statement in the control flow. Reaching definitions is a forward analysis; for backward analyses, the role of the in and out sets switch in relation to the transfer function and meet operation. Lattice-theoretic frameworks enable a separation of concerns between the logic for a specific data-flow analysis and the iterative algorithm and proof of convergence, which can be generalized to all data-flow analysis problems where the transfer function satisfies certain properties. This separation of concerns has led to the development of a number of data-flow analysis frameworks that ease the implementation of data-flow analyses.
However, complications in specifying data-flow analyses still exist, particularly because of the may versus must nature of variable access in a static analysis. This may versus 
int * pointsToOne; int * pointsToTwo; int a, b; S1 a = ... S2 b = ... S3 pointsToOne = &a; S4 if(a < b) { S5 pointsToTwo = &a; } else { S6 pointsToTwo = &b; } S7 * pointsToTwo = ...; S8 * pointsToOne = ...; S9 printf("Vals = %d, %d\n", * pointsToOne, * pointsToTwo); must nature occurs due to aliasing, side-effects, and aggregates. Although data-flow equations are typically presented in the context of scalar variables, these other common programming language features must be dealt with when implementing the transfer function for an analysis. For example, in Figure 2 the pointer variable pointsToOne must point to the variable a after statement S3. The pointer variable pointsToTwo may point to variable a or b in statement S7. Therefore statement S7 is included in the set of reaching definitions generated, but it is unable to kill the statements S1 and S2. Since pointsToOne must point at variable a, it kills the definition of variable a in statement S1.
The existence of may and must definitions and uses due to aliasing, side-effects, and aggregates makes it necessary to define transfer functions so that they use may and must sets in a conservatively correct fashion. Since reaching definitions is a may analysis, the set of generated definitions gen [ Figure 3 in terms of may and must definition sets. Notice however, that even for this common and relatively simple data-flow analysis the assignment of may and must to the definition sets is non-trivial. This paper describes how the transfer function implementations are automatically generated from succinct descriptions that do not indicate whether sets should be may or must, and that can maintain the "data-flow analysis for scalars" abstraction. DFAGen handles the may/must issues due to aliasing, side-effects, and aggregates by applying a new analysis that determines whether sets should refer to may or must variants based on data-flow equations and analysis style (i.e., may or must). DFAGen also enables reuse between analysis implementations and extensibility through its use of pre-defined sets, which are used to hide code specific to any particular compiler and/or analysis infrastructure.
Section 2 presents how a user specifies a data-flow analysis to the DFAGen Tool. Sections 3.1 through 3.3 describe the phases of the DFAGen Tool, which include data-flow set type inference, may and must determination, and code generation. Section 4 provides experimental results that indicate the data-flow analysis implementations generated by the DFAGen Tool are comparable in terms of performance Figure 6 . DFAGen specification for reaching definitions 
code end 
Pre-defined data-flow sets
Pre-defined sets map program entities such as statements to sets of other program entities that can be used in dataflow equations. Pre-defined sets have may and must implementations associated with them and DFAGen determines which implementation is appropriate for a given context. DFAGen has some built-in pre-defined sets, such as 'variables defined at statement', 'variables used at statement', and 'expressions contained in statement', and provides a means for analysis writers to define their own. Our approach provides enough flexibility to generate new analyses easily. Figure 5 shows an example pre-defined set specification, in this case for the set of variables defined at a statement.
Compilation Phases in DFAGen Tool
The DFAGen Tool automatically compiles the data-flow analysis specifications provided by the user into a data-flow analysis implementation. The current prototype generates code that interoperates with the OpenAnalysis toolkit. During the compilation process, the may/must status of each 
Using the DFAGen Tool
DFAGen generates analysis implementations for the class of unidirectional, locally separable data-flow problems, which are also referred to as GEN/KILL problems or classical bit-vector problems. This section elaborates on this class of data-flow problems, describes how the DFAGen Tool is used within the context of a compiler infrastructure and analysis framework, presents the DFAGen specification language, and illustrates how pre-defined sets enable extensibility and reuse between analysis specifications.
Unidirectional, locally separable dataflow problems
DFAGen generates analysis implementations for the class of unidirectional, locally separable data-flow problems. Locally separable (LS) data-flow problems are a subset of finite, distributive, and subset-based (FDS) data-flow problems [10] . The lattice is finite, the transfer functions are distributive, and data-flow facts are subsets of some universal set of finite size. The main difference between LS and FDS is that locally separable data-flow problems assume a transfer function of the form:
is the set of data-flow facts generated by statement s, kill[s] is the set of data-flow facts killed by statement s, X is the in/out set for a forward/backward analysis, and f (X) is the out/in set for a forward/backward analysis. Common examples of locally separable problems are liveness, reaching definitions and available expressions. These analyses as well as others that fall within this category are used in various programs optimizations as well as debugging tools. For example, liveness can be used for dead code elimination and register allocation; reaching definitions can be used for detecting uninitialized variables, loop invariant code motion, generating a program dependence graph [5] ; available expressions can be used for common sub-expression elimination etc. Most of these analyses can be also be used in program slicers and debugging tools. Other program optimization examples are busy-code motion, partial dead-code elimination, assignment motion, and strength reduction [1] .
Using DFAGen within a compiler infrastructure
The DFAGen Tool currently generates analysis implementations for compilation and use within the OpenAnalysis framework [11] . Figure 4 illustrates the process by which an analysis specification along with code for calculating the may and must versions of each predefined set are fed into the DFAGen and an analysis implementation is generated. The pieces of the system that are compiler-specific are the code snippets for the predefined sets and the code generation phase of the DFAGen Tool. All other phases are independent and can be used within other compiler infrastructures.
DFAGen specification language
DFAGen allows compiler writers to specify data-flow analyses with set equations and a small set of properties. The properties to be specified are the meet function, dataflow set type, direction, and analysis style (may or must). Figure 6 shows the DFAGen specification for reaching definitions. Each property is specified with a simple keyword, for example, the meet function for reaching definitions is specified with the 'union'. The gen[s] and kill[s] sets that define the transfer function are specified in terms of mathematical set notation. These equations can reference predefined sets, such as defs [s] , which is the set of definitions generated at statement s. They can also use set operations such as union, intersection, and difference, and use set construction to build sets based on various conditional operations such as subset, proper subset, and set equality. pre-defined set in the analysis specification is inferred automatically. Prior to performing may/must analysis, DFAGen parses the specification and predefined set files, constructs an abstract syntax tree for the specification, and verifies analysis legality. After may/must analysis, the DFAGen Tool generates code that implements the specified analysis.
Type Inference and Type Checking
Type Inference Prior to generating code it is necessary to ensure that the specified data-flow equations use types consistently. For example, the type for GEN and KILL sets are inferred and checked against the specified flow-type. DFAGen's first phase of compilation generates Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) for the whole specification including the GEN and KILL equations. Type inference analyzes these ASTs in a bottom-up manner assigning type information to each AST node.
We can directly infer the types for pre-defined set reference nodes from their specifications. All leaf nodes in the AST are guaranteed to be references to either pre-defined sets or the empty set. From leaf node types we can synthesize parent types.
Another motivation for type inference is to determine the domain of values for which the condition in a set builder should be checked. Figure 7 presents the syntax for set builders, and Figure 6 shows examples of its usage.
Types the current DFAGen prototype can handle include statements, expressions, variables, and sets of these types.
Type Checking After type inference DFAGen performs type checking. For any set operator, the type of its operands should match. Also, gen[s] and kill[s] sets should be typed as the set of the specified flow value.
Example: Reaching Definitions Figure 9 presents the results of applying type inference on the example in Figure 6 . The type for predefined set references can be inferred from their specification. For example, defs is specified to be type 'set of vars' in Figure 5 . The return type for conditional operators is always 'boolean'. We infer that the BuildSet nodes are typed as 'set of stmts' from the flow-type specified in Figure 6. 
Propagating May and Must Information
In DFAGen's specification language the 'style' keyword is used to specify whether an analysis is may or must. A may analysis propagates data-flow values representing execution behavior that may be true. A must analysis propagates data-flow values representing execution behavior that must, under all possible executions, be true. For example, liveness analysis determines, at each statement in a program, the set of variables that may be referenced before redefinition. Since liveness is concerned with what variables may be referenced, rather than those that are guaranteed to be referenced, it is a may analysis.
All pre-defined sets have two variants: may and must. DFAGen determines which variant to use by performing may/must analysis. May/must analysis analyzes gen[s] and kill[s] equation ASTs in a top-down manner tagging nodes as either upper or lower bounded. A node tagged as 'upper' requires its child nodes to be tagged in mannar such that the generated code will produce the largest possible set. Similarly, a node tagged as 'lower' needs child nodes tagged so as to produce the smallest possible set. A pre-defined set reference tagged as 'upper' indicates that generated code will use the may variant of that set, and a pre-defined set reference tagged as 'lower' indicates the must variant will be used.
The may/must analysis assigns the top nodes for the GEN and KILL expressions in the AST upper/lower bound values based on style of the specified analysis (may or must). Table 2 shows how this bound is determined. Table 3 shows how upper and lower bound values are propagated to left and right children for the various set operations currently implemented. The next few sections explain and prove the correctness of the contents of Table 3 .
Determining may/must of expression nodes Each of DFAGen's binary expression operators is shown in the Op production of Figure 7 . Each of these operators have left and right operands that reference or compute sets, these sets are tagged either as 'upper' or 'lower'. There are four permutations of upper/lower values for two operands. We establish lattices of these permutations. These lattices have unique top and bottom may/must values, which when applied to the op node's children will generate the upper and lower bound sets respectively.
We use the notation that the left side of an operator is either some lower bound set a l , or some upper bound set a u , and that the right side is either some lower bound set b l or some upper bound set b u . In the next few sections, we establish lattices for the difference, union, and intersection operators, and the subset relation. The lattices are shown graphically in Figure 11 . In the following proofs the partial ordering operator (represented as ≤) is subset equals unless otherwise indicated.
Difference Given two sets u and l where u is an upper bound set and l is a lower bound set such that l ≤ u, we know the following relationships hold for any set x: Figure 11 . Lattices for difference and union operators, and subset relation
The left child operand for the difference operator can be a l or a u , where a l ≤ a u . A similar relationship holds for the right child operand, b l ≤ b u . Based on those relationships and those in equations (1) and (2), the following partial ordering holds between the four possible operand variants for the difference operator.
Union and Intersection Given two sets u and l where u is an upper bound set and l is a lower bound set such that l ≤ u, we know that given any set x:
The same holds true for intersection:
Similar to difference we establish a partial ordering for union and intersection. The ordering for union is:
The ordering for intersection is the same.
Determining may/must of condition nodes
Condition nodes are used within the context of set-builder expressions. The upper-bound of a set-builder expression occurs when the condition is evaluated as 'true' as many times as possible, the lower-bound occurs when the condition is evaluated as 'false' as many times as possible. All condition operators are shown in the CondOp production of Figure 7 . Similar to the set operation nodes we establish a partial ordering on all possible may/must permutations for the left and right operands of a condition operator. It has been established [1] that in a partial ordering:
x ≤ y if and only if x ∧ y = x
for some meet operator ∧ that is idempotent, commutative, and associative. For this proof we use logical-and as the meet operator.
We use the following four facts about the subset relation: 
to establish the following lattice:
To prove these relations we note that equation (11) holds when x ∧ y ⇔ x. x ∧ y ⇒ x is trivially true. To show x ⇒ x ∧ y, it is sufficient to show x ⇒ y.
Using equation 11 we develop four implications that prove the relations in the lattice:
Since it's the case that 11 holds when x ⇒ y, it is also the case that:
• Equation 18 holds since equation 12 holds.
• Equation 19 holds since equation 14 holds.
• Equation 20 holds since equation 15 holds.
• Equation 21 holds since equation 14 holds.
Example: Reaching Definitions
Consider Figure 10 to understand how may and must propagation takes place for reaching definitions (specified in Figure 6) .
As the meet operator is union and the type is may, the gen[s] set node is tagged as 'upper bound' and the kill[s] set node is tagged as 'lower bound'. This information is propagation from top to bottom in the abstract syntax trees. As we reach the pre-defined sets, based on the bound information, we decide whether is a may or must node. The set 
Upper bound
Lower bound lhs rhs lhs rhs difference upper lower lower upper union upper upper lower lower intersection upper upper lower lower subset lower upper upper lower superset upper lower lower upper proper subset lower upper upper lower proper superset upper lower lower upper equal upper upper lower lower not equal upper upper lower lower not equal to empty set upper -lower -
Code Generation
Generated analyses follow an iterative approach for dataflow analysis, and do not use work-lists. The analysis takes previously generated alias analysis results, and a controlflow graph, as parameters. Nodes in the control flow graph are visited and the transfer statement is called for the node only if the IN and OUT sets change for the node. Based on the specified flow-value, we develop data flow sets. Depending on the type of the analysis, we initialize the top and bottom of the lattice. OpenAnalysis has an interface named as DFAGenDFSet for the DFAGen Tool. Various classes implement this interface such as StmtDFSet, ExprDFSet and LocDFSet based on the available types in DFAGen such as stmt, expr and var. Once we know the may/must information for the pre-defined sets, code for the pre-defined sets is directly obtained from their specification file. 
Evaluation
We assume, and do not evaluate, that data-flow analysis implementers might make errors when determining may and must sets within the specification of a transfer function, and therefore automating may/must determination is beneficial.
We evaluate the DFAGen prototype in terms of the size of the specification and predefined set specifications versus an analysis implementation in OpenAnalysis. We also compare the performance of automatically generated analysis implementations against manual implementations of liveness and reaching definitions. Our results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 .
In Table 4 we compare the source lines of code of a manual and automatically generated data-flow analysis implementation. The "Specification LOC" column shows the number of lines of code in a DFAGen specification file. A compiler writer developing the data-flow analysis would only need to write these seven lines of code. The column Pre-defined set LOC refers to how many lines of C++ code are used to specify the 'def' and 'use' predefined set structures. Since many analyses will only use predefined sets included with DFAGen, and predefined sets can be shared across multiple analyses, we believe predefined set LOC will not play a large role in most analysis specifications. Table 5 shows the time to execute manual implemented liveness and reaching definitions analysis compared to the execution time of the automatically generated implementation. The benchmarks come from the 2006 SPEC suite. The number of lines of code analyzed is presented in the "Benchmark SLOC" column. Currently, generated analyses take longer to execute than manual implementations. However, we believe that incorporating some simple optimizations into the code generation phase of the DFAGen Tool, particularly applied to the generation of pre-defined sets, will lead to near-equivalent times as the manual-written versions.
All evaluations were done on an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU with 2.40 GHz and a cache size of 512 MB.
Related Work
Guyer and Lin [6, 7] present a data-flow analysis framework and annotation language for specifying domainspecific analyses that can accurately summarize the effect of library function calls with the help of library writer annotations. Their system defines a set of data-flow types including container types such as set-of<T>. Their system also includes a declarative language for specifying the domainspecific transfer functions and side-effect information for calls to library routines. They enable pessimistic versus optimistic descriptions of data-flow set types, but that only de- Table 5 . Evaluations with SPEC C benchmarks termines the meet operator as being intersection or union. Using may versus must information in the transfer function appears to still be the responsibility of the tool user.
The Program Analyzer Generator, PAG [2, 9] , provides a language for specifying general lattices and transfer functions. The possible data types for the data-flow set is much more expansive than what can be expressed in this initial prototype of DFAgen, therefore PAG is capable of expressing data-flow analyses other than those considered to be bitvector analyses. PAG users express transfer functions with a fully functional language called FULA. This approach provides more flexibility in terms of specifying the transfer function when compared to the limited set builder notation provided by DFAgen. The main difference however is that in PAG a user must determine how transfer functions will be affected by pointer aliasing and side-effects. DFAgen on the other hand seeks to automate this difficulty.
The Sharlit tool [12] for building data-flow analyses focuses on enabling modularity and extensibility while automatically providing performance improving techniques to the data-flow analysis implementation, specifically path simplification. They do not discuss how aliasing and sideeffects are handled. This is probably due to the fact that in a quad-based IR it is possible to perform dataflow analysis on the "register" values only and assume any memory accesses might conflict and/or be modified by any function calls.
Zeng et al. [13] have developed a domain-specific language for generating data-flow analyzers. The authors have developed a data-flow analyzer generator that synthesizes data-flow analysis phases for Microsoft's Phoenix compiler framework. The authors focus on intra-procedural analysis, similar to DFAGen. Similarly in DFAGen the user can specify the code for the pre-defined sets. However, AG (Analyzer Generator) does not automatically determine may and must usage of those sets. Also, analysis specification is still imperative versus declarative.
Conclusions
Implementing data-flow analysis even within the context of a data-flow analysis generator is complicated by the need to handle issues such as may and must pointer, side-effect, and aggregate information within the transfer function implementation. DFAGen is a data-flow analysis generator tool that given on the order of tens of lines of specification can generate all of the necessary implementation details. The presented tool depends on the availability of code for the generation of may and must versions of sets such as definition and use sets, but we present techniques that enable the tool to infer when may and must versions of the pre-defined sets are needed. Future work includes extending DFAGen to non-separable data-flow analyses and including a tuple data type within the specification language. It would be possible to extend DFAGen to allow for the specification and generation of set-based analyses by enabling the GEN and KILL set specifications to be parameterized by the incoming/outgoing set. Set-based analyses are necessary in our technique for automatic may/must determination.
